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TEACHERS oFTEN BELTEVE that

only two tfpes ofvocal vi_

Fi

brato exist: good and bad. In fact, there is a plethora ofdifferent vi_
bratos. Some ofthese have been described (sometimes as flaws)
Y in treatises going back several centuries with quaint names such as
Jlatti (flitter), balancement (balance), chevrottement (bleat),l petits trembte_

t

(little fiery tremblings),2 aspirations doaces (soft aspirations),
suono Jlautato (flitted sotnd), trillo cavallino (horse trill), or trillo
ciprino (goat
ments de feu

I
!
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trill).3 Others have been borrowed from non-Western vocal techniques.
Fine
interpreters of all periods and cultures consistently have modified their
vi_

brato rates. Western composers have been notating specific vibratos in their
scores since Edgar Vardse's revolution ary work Ecuatorial composed
in 1927.a
,,straight
Vardse writes sars vlbrer (without vibrating). This corresponds
to
tone" in the terminology ofthis article.
Sonograms used in this article are examples of distinct vibrato tlpes demon_
strated by this author with the assistance of Dr. Marc yana, one of France,s
leading otolaryngologists. The analyses were done with the program Soundscape.

Vocal vibrato is a periodic fluctuation, which includes variations of fre_
quency amplitude (Hz), rhlthm (vibrations per second), intensity (dB), tim_

bre (formants), and/or the relationship between sound and breaih. It is per_
ceived as one pitch, unlike the trill, which is perceived as a fluctuation between

two pitches. Sonograms allow us to analyze the individual components of
the vibrato.

There are fifteen discrete t)?es ofvibrato used in twentieth and twenty_
first century Western music: straight tone, bel canto vibrato, molto vibrato,
tremolo, head shake, gentle glottal vibrato, hard glottal vibrato, goat vibrato,
horse vibrato, lip vibrato, tongue vibrato, harmonics vibrato, diaphragmatic
vibrato, finger vibrato, and hand vibrato (see chart, .,physiology ofthe Vocal
Vibrato," at the end ofthis article).
Non vibrato singing is characterized by a virtually flat fundamental and
formants (Figure 1) and has an irregular intensity vibrato with a small ampli_
tude (Figure 2). The singing formant is clearly present (Figure 3). This is the
case even in the most extreme modifications ofthe vibrato. Research
by John
Large and Dr. Benoit Amy de la Bretdque shows that deliberate straight
tone
singing is produced by inhibiting the free vibration ofthe vocal folds bytensing the abdominal muscles and/or applying glottal pressure.s
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Straight tone often is used by singers for its expressive value. By using spec_

trograms to analyze recordings, Large found that Dietrich Fischer_Dieskau
sings forty percent of Schumann's li ederkreis with straight tone.6 In the
same
article, Large reprints a letter from Fischer-Dieskau stating that singers com_
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Figure 3.

straight tone.7 Historically informed perform-

grrtice

has brought widespread awareness of the

possibilities of straight tone. Many living com-

Enor

a

generalized use ofnon vibrato sound in or-

timbre more akin to ethnic music (Iannis
or folk music (fohn Cage) . The use of non via

mi-

guru counterparts (for more on the correlation here, see
Richard Taruskint fascinating article on the subject)e
can be found in the score to young French composer
Pascal Dusapint piece To God:"The vibrato is 'allowed'

Given that the ear is accustomed to hearing

if it is discreet and intelligent."ro
The most commonly used vibrato is the bel canto vi-

music in equal temperament, singing microint-

&rafo. This is the only one allowed or even acknowledged

also can ensure a correct perception of

rith

straight tone can encourage the perception of
pitch rather than simply one that is out oftune.
the vibrato, the singer leads t]]e listener to

ir

An amusing description of a rather common attitude
among contemporary composers and their early music

an

analltic rather than an affective manner.

by many voice teachers, although William Vennard (cit-

ing Metfessel, Kwalwasser, and )ohnson) has shown that
only one child in five has a natural vibrato (by this he
means what I define as a bel canto vibrato).lr Moreove!
extensive travels by this author have confirmed that singers

Frception ofpitch is dynamic perception ofpitch
.nd location in one-dimensional space of high/tow

lbmeDts. My use of the term'anal),tic" includes both
of residue or fundamental pitch of complex tone$
as

analytic and s)'nthetic respectively by Terkarat,

t 7r.

My term 'analltic pitch perception" contrasts with
[tc]r perception' by which I mean perception ofpitch

and changes as qualities-whether oftexture, timbre,

or of feeling.8
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from virtually all cultures outside of Europe and North
America sing with no vibrato, as do North American na-

in
non-Western cultures is laughter, a bit like a typical
tives.r2 The most typical reaction to a bel canto vibrato

Westerner experiencing Peking Opera for the first time.

The amplitude ofa bel canto vibrato ranges from a
quarter tone to a half.step, and its rhphm is 5 to 7.5
vibrations per second. In this author's voice, its rhythm
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per second and its amplitude
4). The bel canto vibrato has
des:rib:d. abundantly in studies
on the voice; ir
:::nremained lhe
nas
norm in twentieth rra t*"nfy_n.ri
century music rooted in the
W"rt.rn t.uaitlo, (_o.i
non-Western composers of
so_called ..o"t.;i;
music" have been trained in

l:rs 1p_p..],-i"ty
9-beats
a quarter tone (Figure

the West at some point

li

their education).
Whereas straight lone is produced
primarily by the
partially impeded functioning
of lhe vocal folds, bel
canto vibrato occurs as a result
o[ the free synersistic
contraction and relaxation of
the inlrinsic;rr.il;;
I;rfnx due-to subglotric brearh pressure.
Ifth"l;-

fe

finger

are placed on the [ar],nx white
L.--_Ti*.To
lyl:h a 9':d
bcl canto vibrato, a vibration
,o."*h"t
:ICTg
flr(e
rhat of

an electric razor might be
felt, but the larynx does not noticeably
move up and down. Molto vi_

arato. on theoGer hand, is produced
primarily by the ex_
trinsic muscles ofthe Iarynx.

Molto vibrato often is used by
singers of romantic

music to communicate heightened
ception ofincreased volume.

err",l""

*J

"1.._
Studies ofelectronic sounds
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with and without vibrato at IRCAM
have shown that
the vibrato noliceably augments
the perception ofvoi-

ume in_dependently of the presence
of the singing for_
"Verinard
mant and other questions of timbre.r ,

William

has an-alyzed recordings oIsongs
as opposed lo arias bv

nlstoncal singers such

as Galli Curci. as well as the
evo,_
rateduring a crescendo by singers
",b:to
ll:l^":,*
such
as Caruso. The resu.lts confirm
that the widerini
slower the vibrato, the louder
the voice is perceived and

as a resuh,-the same singer
may use a slower, wider

vi-

Drato rale lor opera than for
song.14
A molto vibrato sound sung by
the author of this ar_
..
llcle corresponds to an amplilude
of a _ino.

r..ond

_l

srx oscr[alions per second (Figure
5). There is a corre_

spondrng increase in the inlensity
vibrato (lime/deci_
bels as opposed to time/hz
in the case ofthe amplitude)
from a peak at 30dB to one at
35dB (Figr.e 6). ih;:
r,n.",l.",ensiry vibrato is more
difficult to see,

nli:,tr
but this is most likely due to

the limitations of Soundscape.
When shifting from the bel canto
vibrat o to tt t
,
changes in vibrato rhythm
" "*iii,
are negligible and the
inten_
srty vlbrato increases with the
amplitude (0_30 dg for
JoURNAL oF sINGING
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the bel canto vibrato, 0_35 for molto vibrato,
and 0_40
for tremolo, as can be seen in Figures 6, 7, g,
and 9). The
extrinsic support muscles of the larynx participate
increasingly as the larynx vibrates perceptibly,
with a vertical movement similar to a well executed irill.
The term tremolo has a variety of meanings
with re_
gard to the voice. It is defined here with
regari to ampli_
tude, vibrating€t a whole step in the exariple
ln Figure
9. Tremolo is the first type of vibrato mentioned
Iere

which rarely, ifevet is notated in pre_twentieth
century
voice literature. Many living composers ask
for it, and
it is the only effect ofvocal vibrato specifically
demanded
by Pierre Boulez (e.g., in his writing for
ihe
Cummings

*t

choir in

der Diclrfer).rs Some composers who
haye

been influenced by Asian singing like to
use tremolo.
Giacinto Scelsi worked closely wiih the
;apanese singer

Michiko Hirayama and uses both molto uibrato

a]nd
tremolo.extensively.16 Sonograms performed
on Japanese

singers have identified yibratos with amplitudes
of up

to a major third.l7 Hans Werner Henze uses
molto vi_
brato and tremolo often, especially in El
Cimarrfin and
Wir kommen am Fluf. Mauricio Kagel, Gytirgy
Kurtrig,

Peter Maxwell Davies, Harrison Birtr,vhistlg
fean

Barraqui

and Penderecki (Dies lrae, The Devils of Loudon)
trse
this family of vibratos.
The entire vocal mechanism shakes, producing
a vi_
brato, with the lrea d shake.peter Maxwell Daviesis
one
of several composers who make use ofthis technique.
The resulting movement ofthe extrinsic

support mus_

cles of the larynx produces this vibrato.

In tiris exam_

ple, the entire vocal mechanism shakesStraight tone and bel canto yibrato are produced
pri_
marily by the free or constricted vibrations
of the intrin_
sic muscles of the larynx, whereas molto
vibrato and
tremolo incorporate the movement ofthe
extrinsic muscles ofthe larynx, The four types
ofvibrato that follow

are produced primarily by the epiglottis.
Acoustically,
spectral analysis reveals that they are the result
ofalte;_
nating breath and sound (Figures 10, 1 1,
and t2).
The first of these is a gentle glottal vibrato,
which

Montdclair referre d to as a
flatti in his treatise written in
l700.r8It is a soft fluttering ofthe epiglottis
involving a
softening of the sound by vocal placement
in the naial
pharynx. Twentieth century composer

Mauricio Kagel
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F€ure 12,

l

cxtensively in his work Frirst

Igo

1 Stravinsky, and,

rEcAc
Crumb quaintly calls it the "turtle dove effect' in
Bl*rc Appaitior for female voice and piano.
A romewhat harder glottal vibrato can be obtained

}r-ErE more open vowels to produce what Montdclair
4, z balancemenf. te This hard glottal vibrato is faby such composers as Iannis Xenakis, who per-

-d
\rres influenced by its frequent use in North Indian
_. t Henri Pousseur correctly compares it to the in,tuit^l Flatterzunge which it closely resembles in

:r It is often compared to laughter, a frequently
drml
effect in nineteenth centurv music. Both the
-l
F d t\e bahncement are present in the rrillo used
in seventeenth century Italian music.
kruptions of the
by the breath are more fre--nlyin the soft glottalsound
vibrato
than in the hard glottal
t*

fu (Figures 10 and 1).
lhffi amusing of the glottal vibrato s arethegoat fibad the hors e vibrato.The former was described as
rrcd drw ('bleating like a goat") in historic eighteenth
C.r ucatises by Mancini and Montdcht,22 and Garcia
*irod both in the nineteenth century.23 Kagel uses the
1

)mur/Fttnuenr

zoog

goat vibrato in his pi ece Anagramma. Crumb asks for the
horse vibrato (neighing like a horse) in his "Songs, Drones

and Refrains of Deathl'2a

Controlling parts ofthe vocal mechanism other than
the larynx and the epiglottis also can produce vibratos.
The tongue is a powerful filter ofvocal harmonics. Di-

phonic singing in Mongolia and the Tuva Republic
demonstrates how the tongue can create melodies of
harmonics. Timbre vibratos can be created using a variety oftechniques.
The periodic movement of the lips and tongue can
create a rapid adjustment of tlle resonating cavities. Sono-

grams reyeal that this leads to a fluctuation ofthe timbre as the formants pulsate at a rate of eight times (tongue
vibrato) or nine times (lip vibrato) per second, depending on how quickly the lips and tongue are moved. This
is especially visible at the level ofthe singing formant
(Figures 13 and 14).
The lip vibrato, produced by a rapid vibration ofthe
lips, which can be written in IPA as [ua] [ua] [ua] [ua]

[ua], has been used by Luciano Berio in Sequenza lll,
as well as by Peter Maxwell Davies (8 Songs
for a Mad

4107ts4 1915

1 Ch

Analyzer.mediur

'l Ch Analyz€.
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Ery), Henri

Pouss eur (Sylhbaire pour

kryhough

phidre), andBrian

Tirz e and Motion Study

III).
The rapidly wagging tongue creates a timbre vibrato
radl as a shaking ofthe entire larynx not unlike that

-

(

dthc tremolo, due to the fact that the tongue is attached
I tfc larynx by the hyoid bone. A tongue vibrato can

lll, Stockhatseris Luciftrs
and Ferneyh ougHs Time and Motion Study III .
Thc vibrato that is the most linked to timbre is the
btrlottics vibrato. It combines diphonic singing and the
tp ribrato. As in the aforementioned ethnic singing in
Le

frond in Beriot

Sequenza

Zr+

(-Oal Asia, filtering the voice with the tongue proIcx l dlp[6116 sound, producing high, whistling har-rrics- A lip vibrato

is then added, making the har_

osicillate.

--rl\
b The Structure ofsinging, Miller discusses a patho$d vibrato, which afflicts singers who have failed to
a* tle appoggto technique of breath management.
fcse

as
hu

singers sing with a vibrato that is manufactured by
of an oscillation of the umbiiical-epigastric area.25

Wishart asks singers to deliberately produce this
in his Arficredos, as does Crtmb in Apparition.

lh.llErr
n notates this vibrato in his opera Donnerstag
-d
I&fu by requesting the singer to 'tremble as if you
- coldj- This vibrato could be called a diaphragmatic
-e
*dohgers

can produce a vibrato by physically moving
with the fingers. Stockhausen uses this theatri-

t krnx
dr and musically

in

a solo version of a scene from his
Montag aus Licht.26
Amaher mechanical vibrato can be obtained by inkq*ing the sound by tapping lightly on the lips with

qaz

rk hand while singing (like Native Americans in
crtcr films). This is used in Berio's Sequenza III for
rc, 6r example (see chart, "physiology of the Vocal

Itro-).
h

addition to these vibratos, there are numerous hvtba have been created by combining them. One
Jt most common of these can be called.,variable vib raes." A curved line indicating different rapidly
fuging amplitudes and rhythms of vibrato is often
b! in twentieth century scores s uch as El Cimarr6n
}rEas Werner Henze.
-

'

llrother hybrid i s the Asian vibrato, whichbegins

fuad
-.

wide and becomes increasingly fast and narfhis technique is common in Chinese music and

IrE^tr/FEBRUARy 2oo9

throughout Southeast Asia and has been imported by
such composers as Chen Qigang and Tan Dun.
Similarly, the seventeenth century ,rillo evolyes oyer
time, starting slowly and becoming faster. As mentioned
earlier, it makes use ofthe gentle glottal vibrato and the
--l

hard glottal vibrato. Twentieth century composers some-

times call it a "Monteverdi trill," although Caccini deserves the paternity more, having described it painstakingly in his treatise Le nuove musiche.2T George Crumb
uses it, as do younger composers such as Luca Francesconi

(h La Vita

i

Sogno).

By combining the lip and tongue vibratos on

tjul, tjol tjol [jo],

[ju] [ju]

etc., one achieves an interesting effect

similar to that used by female singers in North Africa.
Stockhausen uses this technique often in Donnerstag
aus Licht.In his work They, Pattl. Mefano combines a
crescendo, accelerando of vibrato rhlthm, hard glottal
vibrato, and combined lip and tongue vibrato on an amplitude ofa quarter tone!
Although many ofthe vibratos described above may
seem quite extreme, sonograms have revealed that the ba-

sic acoustic quality of the voice is altered surprisingly
little. For example, the singer's formant is virtually unaltered.

Wherefore the vocal vibrato? We have seen that a
vibrant sound is perceived as being louder than straight
tone, perhaps explaining the slow, wide vibrato rates
of many singers of nineteenth century opera, as theaters get bigger, comfortable chairs deaden acoustics,

and orchestras play louder and louder. The bel canto
vibrato is aesthetically pleasing to Western ears, which
no doubt explains why it still predominates in works
composed today. Musicians outside the Western classical music world often find it odd or even humorous.
Vibrancy is often a vector of emotion, and both performers and composers use molto vibrato for the more
passionate moments. Miller even asks students with a

tendency towards straight tone to speak or sing in a
highly emotional way in order to induce a more vibrant
sound.

The primary function of the vibrato is expressiveness. This explains Fischer-Dieskau's comments and it

light on the explosion ofdifferent vibratos in the
scores oftwentieth century composers. Few techniques
can color a single pitch in as rich a way as a carefully
applied vibrato. An enormous palette oftimbres springs
sheds
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forth from this rich source. Without
a new openness
and understanding, we will be
unable to train singers
who can meet the demands of early
music and contlm _
porary music and sing romantic
and classical music in
an exciting, vital manner.
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